Bigger Yields & Cleaner Fields!
What is C4?
C4 is both a foliar feed fertilizer and a chemical carrier for increased effectiveness. C4 contains a highly concentrated essential micro-nutrient package consisting of trace minerals, complex carbohydrates, high end sugars, vitamins,
amino acids, enzymes, slow-release nitrogen and is delivered into the plant by
a powerful organic surfactant. C4 turns up the plants immune system and puts
the plant into high gear to accelerate growth and enhance overall plant health.
It has proven itself to be a game changer when it comes to how we traditionally view plant fertility.

Revolutionary Delivery System
A significant reason why C4 works so well is its delivery system. C4 penetrates through the wax layer of the
plant leaf in a highly efficient way ensuring all the nutrients are received internally by the plant. C4 works much
like having an injection physically penetrate through the outer layer of the plant leaf and then go right into the
plant. Instead of spraying a product onto the leaf where a percentage of the product is lost then and waiting for
the plant to absorb it; C4 simply goes right into the plant and is immediately available.

Availability is Key
C4 was engineered to maintain high availability of its proprietary ingredients to the plant. Availability is key.
What good is it to apply high volumes of fertilizer on the crop if only a small percentage of it is available;
doesn’t sound smart does it? The nutrients in C4 are 100% available and perfectly balanced to ensure uniform
delivery to the plant. C4 was created to be highly available, highly concentrated and highly effective so you
quite simply get the best product your money can buy!

Increased Plant Health
By way of C4’s delivery and availability of its nutrients, plant response to C4 has been phenomenal. C4 treated
plants thrive and flourish with a level of health rarely seen. Our crops have a strength and health to them that
make you think they are inside a greenhouse being cared for by hand.
The increase in plant health evidences the fact that C4 is improving the plants natural immune system. The boost
in the plants immune system aids the plant in its ability to deter attack from pests such as insects and fungus.
Often, when C4 is used no pesticides are needed at all!

Raise Chemical Efficiency by 100%
C4 is an outstanding chemical carrier and our customers have been achieving excellent results when applied with
chemical at the lowest recommended rate. They are saving money by reducing their chemical input costs plus
they are adding fertility for less than what they were spending on just chemical costs!
Studies and trials show that crops treated with C4 and the lowest rate of herbicide or fungicide achieved a better
kill than applications done with the highest rate of those chemicals without C4. C4 makes all the difference!
Use C4 as a chemical carrier for a better kill plus give your crops a huge bang for the buck foliar feed!
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Our results speak for themselves, C4 is a Game Changer!

Soybeans: 23+ bu increase per acre
Corn: 50+ bu increase per acre
Wheat: 24+ bu increase per acre
Cotton: 1 bail increase per acre
Peanuts: 1000lb increase per acre

Yield Busting Fertility is Finally Here!

